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NativeExcel suite consist of three main components: * An ExcelVisLib component (NativeExcelLib.pas) that deals
with ExcelDocument, Worksheet and Worksheet methods and properties. * An ExcelExcelWorkbook component

(ExcelExcelWorkbook.pas) that deals with the workbook's methods and properties. * And an
ExcelExcelWorkbookRef component (ExcelExcelWorkbookRef.pas) that deals with the workbook's methods and

properties. The ExcelDocument component deals with the ExcelDocument instance and its methods and
properties. An ExcelDocument object is what you will see in the Excel application window when you open a

workbook. The ExcelDocument is the main Excel object that takes care of opening/saving a worksheet and its
workbook. The ExcelDocument has two attributes: * Application: The ExcelDocument is identified by a Application

attribute. * Workbook: The ExcelDocument is identified by a Workbook attribute. The ExcelDocument should
always exist in memory. During the instantiation of the NativeExcel suite, one can choose one of two flavors. Either

the application is given the standard workbook (Workbook=1) or it is given a custom workbook (Workbook=0). In
the standard case, the workbook is of type ExcelWorkbook, which is a descendant of ExcelDocument. In the

second case, the workbook is given a custom type, in this case, ExcelWorkbookRef. The ExcelDocument has the
following methods and properties. * * * * Methods * * * * DoSomething...() This method is called upon any action

you perform on the worksheet/workbook that you are working on. The default action is to call one of the
methods/properties that we have just discussed. For example, the ExcelDocument has the following methods for

adding, moving, copying, and deleting rows, columns, and cells: * DoAddCell() * DoAddCellColumn() *
DoAddCellRow() * DoAddCellTable() * DoDeleteCell() * DoDeleteCellColumn() * DoDeleteCellRow() *

DoDeleteCellTable() * DoInsertCell() * DoInsertCellColumn() * DoInsertCellRow() * DoInsertCellTable() *
DoMoveCell() * DoMoveCellColumn() * Do
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NativeExcel suite comprises five components: 1- Connection Manager: It is the program interface the most
complex component of NativeExcel suite. This component comes with support for all the main Excel features. For
instance, it allows the users to write, edit, format, sort, and copy Excel data, re-size cells and even print any Excel
worksheet. The major advantage of this component is that it is completely independent of the other components of
the suite, and can be easily added to your Delphi applications for real-time editing and data manipulation. One of

the best things about this component is that it includes support for Unicode, which makes it possible for you to
easily handle string data from any Excel workbook. The second advantage of this component is that it includes

extensive support for images and Unicode character.  2- Cell Object Manager: This component makes it possible
for you to access any data in the cells of any sheet, along with its original value as well as all the editing, formatting
and cell attribute changes you can accomplish through this component. The major advantage of this component is

its support for Unicode. As such, you can deal with any string data of any Excel cell with complete ease. 3- Cell
Property Manager: This component allows you to access any cell's attribute, such as its comments, values,

formatting, alignment and so forth. 4- Cell Manager: The major advantage of this component is its ability to work
with any cell's value, which includes string, data, boolean, number and formula. You can perform any action you
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would like on a cell, such as changing its font, size, and color. The major advantage of this component is its
support for Unicode, which makes it possible for you to easily manipulate strings from any Excel cell with complete
ease. 5- Worksheet Object Manager: This component allows you to access any worksheet in any workbook, and
you will be able to access any value in a worksheet as well as change any cell's attributes. For instance, you can
modify any cell's alignment, orientation, border, background, font, size, color, and so on. Likewise, you can also
perform any action you would like on a cell, such as changing its font, size, and color.  Everything you need to

know about NativeExcel: As was stated in the previous sections, NativeExcel suite came with support for Delphi
2009. In addition, it includes support for Unicode, as well as 09e8f5149f
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NativeExcel is a speed-orientated component used to populate the grid and many other components from the
standard Delphi data package, making it extremely easy to populate databases with values. It also comes with
support for the following: - String and boolean values - Numeric values - Cell values from the spreadsheet - Cell
comments - Cell styling - Cell format - Cell formatting - Cell properties It also has been shown time and again that it
outperforms any other Excel component available. It has been tested time and time again and has been proven to
be very quick. See also List of Delphi packages External links NativeExcel Category:Free Delphi software“Set your
Word document on ‘Compress File Automatically’ as shown above.” 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54
55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113

What's New in the?

NativeExcel suite has been designed from the ground up for optimal performance, without requiring any of the
performance-harming constraints that come with the VCL part of the Delphi. To do this, it comes with an optimized
native TDataSet component that's capable of populating TDataset descendants, it also includes an optimized
version of the TDBGrid component that's capable of populating all the TDBGrid descendants and many more.
NativeExcel suite includes the fastest and most versatile components available in the Delphi VCL, with the only
exception of the... non-existent... Chart control. In addition, it comes with an impressive suite of powerful Excel
features, capable of editing sheet cells and worksheets, modifying worksheet data types, changing the column and
row alignments, adding new sheets, changing sheet and worksheet names, importing and exporting workbooks
and worksheets. Furthermore, NativeExcel suite supports VCL-compatible TStringList descendant, and provides
the possibility to manipulate its cells as if they were cells from a TDBGrid descendant, or cells from a TStringList
descendant. In addition, NativeExcel suite is very extensible, and includes a full set of components, extensive
developer support and the most up-to-date TExcel components. Additional features include support for Unicode,
XML, HTML and RTF files as well as image support. The power of NativeExcel suite is only limited by your
imagination, and well we know that your imagination is quite pretty good. This suite was developed by Moonsoft
and it is completely free of charge. So, what are you waiting for? Go ahead and download the entire NativeExcel
suite and let it help you achieve all of your Excel wizardry. Cheat sheet for every specific purpose There are plenty
of functions that every Delphi programmer needs to know, we have compiled a variety of functions cheat sheets by
category. This cheat sheet will make sure that you will need to look through less pages while search through the
internet for a given function. This cheat sheet is part of the delphi2excel.com free collection of excel cheat sheets.
This page is for downloading links for excel files or for using a select combination of delphi applications. These
cheat sheets are updated and released in the area of Excel programming specifically to give a better understanding
of Excel programming for Delphi programmers
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit system
recommended). Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit system
recommended). CPU: Intel Pentium 4 (3.2 GHz or faster) or AMD Athlon 64 or greater (2.6 GHz or faster). Intel
Pentium 4 (3.2 GHz or faster) or AMD Athlon 64 or greater (2.6 GHz or faster). RAM: 1 GB
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